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Abstract—Increasingly, many systems are being conceptualized, designed, and implemented as marketplaces in which autonomous
software entities (agents) trade services. These services can be commodities in e-commerce applications or data and knowledge
services in information economies. In many of these cases, there are both multiple agents that are looking to procure services and
multiple agents that are looking to sell services at any one time. Such marketplaces are termed continuous double auctions (CDAs).
Against this background, this paper develops new algorithms that buyer and seller agents can use to participate in CDAs. These
algorithms employ heuristic fuzzy rules and fuzzy reasoning mechanisms in order to determine the best bid to make given the state of
the marketplace. Moreover, we show how an agent can dynamically adjust its bidding behavior to respond effectively to changes in the
supply and demand in the marketplace. We then show, by empirical evaluations, how our agents outperform four of the most prominent
algorithms previously developed for CDAs (several of which have been shown to outperform human bidders in experimental studies).
Index Terms—Intelligent agents, service marketplaces, continuous double auction, fuzzy logic, e-commerce.
æ
1I NTRODUCTION
T
HE advent of global network structures, such as the
Internet, has facilitated the development of many large-
scale, open distributed systems in a wide range of industrial,
commercial, and educational domains. In many cases, these
systems can be viewed using a service-oriented metaphor in
which various entities offer services to one another in some
form of marketplace [1], [2]. For example, in deregulated
electricity markets, power generators compete with one
another to provide the service of supplying electricity for
consumers[3],indigitallibraries,informationservicesaimto
discover relevant content from providers who offer a variety
of documentand archiveservices [4],and ingrid computing,
high performance applications seek to procure the necessary
computational resource services to run [5]. In all of these
applications, and in many others besides, the marketplace in
which the service producers and the service consumers
interact issome form of online auction.
1 Thereason forthis is
that auctions are a very efficient and effective method of
allocating goods/services, in dynamic situations, to the
entities that value them most highly [6]. While there are
many different types of auction [7], the most common forms
are the simple single sided varieties (e.g., English, first-price
ascending; Dutch, first-price descending; First-Price-Sealed
Bid and Vickrey, second-price sealed-bid) in which there is a
single seller and multiple buyers or a single buyer and
multiple sellers (a reverse auction). However, in many
applications, these simple auction protocols
2 are inadequate
because there are multiple sellers and multiple buyers that
want to trade simultaneously. This can occur, for example,
because entities may want to resell services they have
procured or because delivery of a service requires the
providertoprocuresubsequentcomponentsubservicesfrom
others. Such auctions are called double auctions [9] and they
allow sellers to indicate the services they offer at various
prices (called asks) and buyers to indicate the services they
desire and the price they are willing to pay (called bids). The
most common variety of double auction is the continuous
double auction (CDA)
3 which permits trade at any time in a
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1. In the domain of e-commerce, for example, it is estimated that there
are currently more than 2,000 auction sites on the Internet (http://
www.internetauctionlist.com).
2. In economic and game theory, interactions consist of two components:
a protocol and a strategy [8]. The former defines the valid behavior of the
agents during the interaction (e.g., who can say what to whom at what
time). The later is the method the agents employ to achieve their negotiation
objectives within the specified protocol. The protocol is set at design time by
the marketplace owner and is publicly known to all the participants. The
strategy is designed by each individual participant and is private (divulging
it may leave them open to exploitation). Moreover, the effectiveness of the
strategy is very much determined by the protocol; an optimal strategy for
one protocol may well perform very poorly for other protocols.
3. Although CDAs all conform to this basic protocol, there are several
ways in which they can differ. These variants relate to factors such as
whether the identity of bidders is revealed, whether bids and asks are for
single or multiple units, and whether unaccepted offers are queued or
replaced by better offers [10]. In our case, we do not reveal the identity of
bidders, we allow bids for single units only (one outstanding bid and one
outstanding ask), and unaccepted offers are erased as soon as there is a
more favorable bid (ask). The most restrictive of these assumptions is the
fact that we deal with single unit trades (as do most of the algorithms
against which we benchmark our agent’s performance). However, even
with this restriction in place, the CDA has shown to be a highly efficient
protocol [11].
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points) and which allows buyers and sellers to continuously
updatetheirbidsandasksatanytimethroughoutthetrading
period [12]. CDAs are widely used in the nononline world to
trade stocks, agricultural commodities, metals, currencies,
and derivative instruments [10].
Against this background, this paper develops and evalu-
ates a new algorithm that autonomous software agents [13]
can employtosubmit bidsandasksinCDAs.Webelievethis
is an important step in the development of large-scale open
and distributed systems because the existence of effective
strategies means that CDAs can be more readily deployed as
the marketplace protocol. Without such strategies, there has
been some reluctance to choose CDAs in the online world
even though they are the most obvious protocol in many
cases.Furthermore,webelievethat,inthelongterm,software
agents will be more effective than human bidders in these
more complex auction settings. Preliminary evidence for this
is contained in [14] which shows that agents, employing the
algorithms against which we benchmarked our algorithm,
outperformed their human counterparters in CDAs.
In more detail, the bidding algorithms we develop are
heuristic methods that exploit fuzzy logic techniques [15],
especially fuzzy rules, to undertake their reasoning. The
reason for this choice is that, in CDAs, there is no optimal
bidding strategy [9]. This is because an agent’s decision
making about bidding involves uncertainty, multiple
factors, and nondeterminism that are affected by the
attitudes toward risk of its opponents, the nature of the
market supply (demand), and the preferences of the other
bidders. Since no agent can have all this information in
advance (it is, after all, a competitive environment), the best
that can be achieved is a satisfying strategy [16]. We chose
to adopt a fuzzy logic-based approach, in particular,
because we wish to develop a practicable agent that can
cope with the uncertainties in a timely manner and fuzzy
techniques have proven to be successful in a wide range of
domains with these characteristics (e.g., fuzzy control to
drive car-like vehicles [17], making medical diagnosis [18],
vehicle dispatching [19] and emergency electric power
distribution [20]). See Section 6 for details of the other
alternatives we considered.
The specific contributions of this paper are as follows:
First, we develop a novel fuzzy logic-based bidding
strategy—the FL strategy—for agents that participate in
CDAs. Second, we present the design, implementation, and
evaluation of this strategy for buyer and seller agents. This
strategy is shown, via empirical studies, to outperform the
main strategies that have previously been proposed for
CDAs. Third, we enhance the basic strategy so that it can
adapt its behavior to the supply (demand) in the market
(this revised strategy is called the adaptive FL-strategy). We
then show how this revised strategy leads to a further
improvement in the performance of both the individual
agents (buyers and sellers) and of the overall marketplace.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 formalizes a CDA and outlines the basics of our
fuzzy reasoning mechanism. Section 3 presents the
FL-strategy. In Section 4, the behaviors of our FL-agents are
analyzed in a range of experiments. Section 5 discusses the
adaptive FL-agents and their evaluation. Section 6 discusses
the related work. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and
discusses the future work.
2P RELIMINARIES
This section outlines the basis of our FL-strategy—present-
ing a formal account of our CDA protocol and describing
the fuzzy reasoning mechanism we employ.
2.1 Continuous Double Auctions
According to the parameterization of CDAs given in [10],
we deal with the situation in which there are more than two
goods in the market; two-way traders and the numbers of
buyers and sellers are greater than three; single indivisible
units are to be traded (thus, at any one time, there is one
outstanding bid and one outstanding ask); the preferences
of the traders are the reservation prices of the goods; and
traders have incomplete information of the market. The
CDA terminates after a specified period of inactivity.
In more detail, there are agents that are willing to sell
goods (s-agents) and agents that are willing to buy goods
(b-agents). A given agent can be either a buyer or a seller in
a given context. Specifically, an ask a is the amount
submitted by an s-agent willing to sell a unit of good. The
lowest ask in the market is called the outstanding ask,
denoted ao. Similarly, a bid b is the amount submitted by a
b-agent willing to buy a unit of good. The highest bid in the
market is called the outstanding bid, denoted bo. A CDA can
thus be described as a place where s-agents submit asks to
decrease ao, while b-agents submit bids to increase bo, until
bo is not less than ao [11]. At this moment, the s-agent that
submits ao and the b-agent that submits bo can make a
transaction, and the price of the transaction is called the
transaction price. Formally, we have:
Definition 1. The descriptor of a CDA is
PCDA <g ;B;S;V b;C s;price;t round >;
where:
1. g is the good to be auctioned.
2. Bf b1;;b ng is the finite set of identifiers of
b-agents, where n is the number of b-agents.
3. Sf s1;;s mg is the finite set of identifiers of
s-agents, where m is the number of s-agents.
4. Vb  V
!
1;;V
!
n, where V
!
ivi1;v i2;;v ini is a
vector of unit valuations of b-agent bi. Here, ni is the
number of units of g that bi requires, and vij is the
valuation value for the jth unit acquired.
5. Cs  C
!
1;;C
!
m, where C
!
ici1;;c imi is a vector
of unit costs of s-agent si. Here, mi is the number of
units that si wants to sell, and cij is the cost of the jth
unit.
6. price is the minimum price step required in the
auction. That is, a b-agent (s-agent) must increase
(decrease) its bid (ask) at n  price, where n is a
nonnegative integer.
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the CDA; that is, if there are no new asks or bids
during a time period tround, the CDA terminates.
4
Definition 2. A round in a CDA is the time period between two
successive deals or the period from the beginning of the CDA to
the time when the first deal takes place. If a round is the rth
(r 2 IN ) round of the CDA, then r is called the round
number. A CDA usually consists of multiple rounds.
Definition 3. For a CDA that has lasted r (r>0) rounds, let
pi (1  i  r) denote the price of the ith transaction. A
history Hl in a CDA is the set of transaction prices during
the last l rounds,
Hl f prÿl1;;p i;;p rg;
where pi (r ÿ l  1  i  r) is the transaction price of round i,
and l (l  r) is called the history length.
5
The following is the formal definition of the valid
behaviors of agents during a CDA.
Definition 4. A CDA protocol with the descriptor PCDA
consists of the following steps:
1. r=0.
2. A new round of the CDA starts, r  r  1, ao 1 ,
and bo  0.
3. Several situations might arise during a round:
a. When an s-agent submits an ask a,
i. if a  ao then a is an invalid ask;
ii. if bo <a<a o, then ao is updated to a;
iii. if a  bo, then this s-agent makes a deal at bo;
goto 2.
b. When a b-agent submits a bid of b,
i. if b  bo, then b is an invalid bid;
ii. if bo <b<a o, then bo is updated to b;
iii. if b  ao, then this b-agent makes a deal at ao;
goto 2.
4. Step 3 repeats until no new bids (asks) are submitted
during a time period tround.
As can be seen, the outstanding ask and outstanding bid
define the bid-ask spread bo;a o [11] and only bids and asks
that fall within this region are considered valid.
2.2 Fuzzy Reasoning Mechanisms
The fuzzy reasoning inference mechanism employed in this
paper is based on the Sugeno controllers [21], [22]. Consider
the following block of fuzzy IF-THEN rules:
R1 :i f x is A1 and y is B1then z1  c1
also
R2 :i f x is A2 and y is B2 then z2  c2
also
. .
.
also
Rn :i f x is An and y is Bn then zn  cn
fact : x is x0 and y is y0
consequence : z0;
where A1;;A n and B1;;B n are fuzzy sets, and
z1;;z n are real numbers. The firing level i of the rules
Ri is computed by the Min operator. That is,
i  minfAix0;B iy0g; 1
where Aix and Biy are the membership functions of the
corresponding fuzzy sets Ai and Bi, respectively. If the
output of the individual rule is denoted as zi,t h e n
according to the Sugeno controller definition, the crisp
control action of the rule base is obtained by:
z0 
Pn
i1 izi Pn
i1 i
: 2
The extension principle [15] is one of the main means of
fuzzifying a formula with crisply defined numbers. In
particular, we extend (2) to the situation where these real
numbers zi (1  i  n) are changed to triangular fuzzy
numbers. We made this change because in developing our
rules, we felt unable to estimate the action using a single
real value chosen from within a predefined range. Rather,
we found it easier to estimate a parameter with fuzzy values
and this led us to use triangular fuzzy numbers [23]. Also,
by the extension principle, arithmetic operations on
trapezoidal fuzzy numbers have already been obtained
[24], [25] and fuzzy triangular numbers are special cases of
fuzzy trapezoidal numbers [26]. Thus, the arithmetic
operations on fuzzy triangle numbers can be obtained from
the arithmetic operations on fuzzy trapezoidal numbers.
Given all this, in our inference mechanism, the output of
each rule is a triangular fuzzy number defined with the
following triple:
~ a a  m;;;
where m is called the center, and  and  are called
the left and right spreads, respectively [27] (Fig. 1). For
two triangular fuzzy numbers ~ a a1  m1; 1; 1, and ~ a a2 
m2; 2; 2 (~ a a1; ~ a a2 > 0) and k 2 IR, the following formu-
lae hold [24], [25]:
~ a a1  ~ a a2  m1  m2; 1  2; 1  2;
~ a a1 ÿ ~ a a2  m1 ÿ m2; 1  2; 2  1;
~ a a1  ~ a a2  m1m2;m 12  m21 ÿ 12;m 12  m21  12;
k  ~ a a1  km1;k 1;k 1:
From the above formulae, (2) can be extended to the
following in the situation where ~ z zi  mi; i; i (1  i  n):
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4. Note that, by this definition, we exclude from this paper CDAs that
last infinite periods of time (such as stock markets). To model this, tround can
be set to infinity.
5. Through experiments where both the history length (l) and the value
(cost) of the goods that the agents trade varied, the performance of the
agents with different history lengths was investigated. The results showed
that the behavior of FL-agents with a long history length (l>20) was
similar to or worse than that of an agent with a history length ranging from
3t o20. This result shows that agents with short or intermediate history
lengths can react more rapidly to changes in a CDA market. When the
history length varied from 3 to 20, we found that 10 was a reasonable
history length where almost all the agents achieve their highest profit. Thus,
this is the value selected for all the experiments in the rest of this paper.~ z0 z0 
Pn
i1i  ~ z zi
Pn
i1 i

Pn
i1i  mi; i; i
Pn
i1 i

Pn
i1i  mi
Pn
i1 i
;
Pn
i1i  i
Pn
i1 i
;
Pn
i1i  i
Pn
i1 i

:
3
Thus, the reasoning mechanism becomes:
R1 :i f x is A1 and y is B1 then ~ z z1 is ~ c c1
also
R2 :i f x is A2 and y is B2 then ~ z z2 is ~ c c2
also
. .
.
also
Rn :i f x is An and y is Bn then ~ z zn is ~ c cn
fact : x is x0 and y is y0
consequence : ~ z z0
Having defined the protocol and the reasoning mechan-
ism, we can now turn to the FL-strategy itself.
3T HE FL-STRATEGY
Building on the foundations of the previous section, this
section describes our FL-strategy and demonstrates how it
works in an exemplar scenario.
3.1 Basic Notation and Concepts
In order to detail the FL-strategy, we first need to introduce
a number of underpinning notations and concepts.
Definition 5. A situation s during the course of a CDA is a
6-tuple,
s <r ;B; S;a o;b o;H l >;
where r is the current round number, B and S are the sets
of b-agents and s-agents; ao and bo are the outstanding ask
and the outstanding bid, respectively, and Hl is the history
of the last l rounds.
6
Definition 6. Given a situation s, the valid bids set (Db) is the
set of the valid bids that a b-agent could submit:
Db f b j bo <b minao;v ijg; 4
where b is the price at which a b-agent submits a bid and vij is
the valuation of the jth unit of the good by buyer i.
Definition 7. Given a situation s, the valid asks set (Ds)i s
the set of valid asks that an s-agent could submit:
Ds f a j maxbo;c ija<a og; 5
where a is the price at which an s-agent submits an ask and cij
is the cost of the jth unit of the good for seller i.
The prices of previous transactions are stored as history
and may be referred to by the agents in the subsequent
rounds. Generally speaking, CDA markets produce very
efficient allocations and prices [28], and the transaction
prices often converge to a competitive equilibrium price
7
while the CDA is in progress. Thus, the transaction prices
in a CDA provide an important point for reference. To
reflect this fact, we define the reference price PR in the
situation s as the median of the ordered price history.
8 A
reference price, as its name suggests, provides a reference
point that an agent can use to guide its subsequent
bidding behavior. Formally, we have:
Definition 8. Let r be the current round number (r>0).
Suppose the price history is a series of prices
Hl f prÿl;;p i;;p rÿ1g;
where pi (r ÿ l  i  r ÿ 1) is the price in round i. Let their
ordered series be denoted as
p1 pi pl: 6
Then, the reference price, PR, is given by
PR  pbl1
2 c: 7
To summarize, when an agent submits its next ask (bid),
it will consider the outstanding ask, the outstanding bid, the
cost (valuation) of the current unit of good, and the
reference price. The way in which these values are used is
described in the next section.
3.2 Fuzzy Reasoning in the FL-Strategy
The FL-strategy is based on a number of heuristic rules and
the fuzzy reasoning mechanism outlined in Section 2.2. The
relation of PR, ao, and bo during a round in a CDA falls into
one of the cases below:
1. PR  bo <a o,
2. bo <a o  PR, and
3. bo  PR  ao.
In the first two cases, we use some heuristic rules (given
below); the bidding issue in the third case, which is more
complicated, is handled through the fuzzy reasoning
mechanism on a rule base (described at the end of this
section). Fig. 2 describes all the fuzzy sets used in the
heuristic rules. The heuristic rules applied in the first two
cases for s-agents are:
. When PR  bo <a o, the heuristic rule is:
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6. Recall that l is the remembered history length of an agent and, thus, l is
not necessarily equal to r ÿ 1.
7. The equilibrium price is determined by the intersection of the supply
and demand curves of the market, and it is the point where the quantity
supplied is equal to the quantity demanded [29].
8. Originally, both the mean and the median of the ordered price history
were used; however, experimental results showed that the median is more
effective in providing a reference price. This is because the mean price can
be overly influenced by a too high (low) price offered by an irrational agent.
In contrast, the median of the ordered price history is less susceptible to
such bias.
Fig. 1. Triangular fuzzy number ~ a a  m;;, where m is the center,  is
left spread, and  is right spread.SR1 IF bo is much bigger than PR
THEN accept bo
ELSE ask is ao ÿ s;1;;:
. When bo <a o  PR, the heuristic rule is:
SR2 IF ao is much smaller than PR
THEN no new ask
ELSE ask is ao ÿ s;2;;:
Intuitively, SR1 states that when the outstanding bid bo is
much_bigger than the reference price PR, it is already very
profitable for an s-agent to accept the current outstanding
bid. The relation “bo is much_bigger than PR”c a nb e
expressed as fuzzy set A1. Let the threshold be s;1, that is,
if A1bos;1, the s-agent will accept bo. At this point, a
transaction takes place between the s-agent and the b-agent
which submits the outstanding bid. Otherwise, the s-agent
will decrease the outstanding ask ao to a fuzzy number ao ÿ
s;1;; (see Section 2.2), where ao ÿ s;1 is the center of the
new ask, and  and  are the left and right spread. s;1 shows
how much the agent would like to decrease its ask and this is
decided by the agents’ attitude to risk (to be discussed in
Section 4.2). SR2 is applied when ao is much smaller than PR.
At this moment, an s-agent is in an unfavorable position and
it should be reluctant to decrease ao. Thus, the s-agent only
decreases ao by a small step. The relationship “ao is
much_smaller than PR” is expressed as a fuzzy set A2. Let
s;2 be the threshold, that is, if A2aos;2, the agent
believes the current ask is much smaller than PR. In this case,
the s-agent will not submit a new ask.
Similar heuristic rules also apply to b-agents:
. When bo <a o  PR, the heuristic rule is:
BR1 IF ao is much smaller than PR
THEN accept ao
ELSE bid is bo  b;1;;:
. When PR  bo <a o, the heuristic rule is:
BR2 IF bo is much bigger than PR
THEN no new bid
ELSE bid is bo  b;2;;:
The relationship “ao is much_smaller than PR” can be
expressed as a fuzzy set A3. Let b;1 be the threshold, that is,
if A3aob;1, ao is regarded as being much smaller than
PR, and a b-agent will accept ao; otherwise, a b-agent will
increase bo to a fuzzy number bo  b;1;;. The fuzzy set
A4 defines the relationship “bo is much_bigger than PR.” Let
b;2 be the threshold for this rule, that is, if A4bob;2,a
b-agent will not submit a new bid because bo is already high
enough and no profit can be made according to its
preference; otherwise, it will increase bo to a fuzzy number
bo  b;2;;. In the above, P1, P2, P3, and P4 are the
parameters of the fuzzy sets (see Fig. 2) and they are
decided by human intuition and experience according to
the range of the cost and valuation of the goods. The fuzzy
number produced by these heuristic rules is dealt with in
the same way as the fuzzy number produced by the
reasoning mechanism (which we will discuss below).
Now, for the third case (bo  PR  ao), the fuzzy reason-
ing on a rule base is required. First, the rule bases for the s-
agents and b-agents are presented in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively. Again, the fuzzy numbers are all triangular
fuzzy numbers as described in Section 2.2; the distance
between ao (or bo) and PR is expressed using the fuzzy
linguistic terms: far from, medium to, and close to, which
are defined in Fig. 3, and or corresponds to operator Max.
s;1;; s;4 and b;1;; b;4 are parameters decided by the
risk attitude of the agent (see Section 4.2). Based on these
rule bases, we can perform inference through the fuzzy
reasoning mechanism presented in Section 2.2. The overall
output of our fuzzy reasoning is a fuzzy number, i.e., a set
of asks (bids) with membership degrees. For example, ~ z z
may equal 2:0;0:02;0:04, where 2:0 is the center, 0:02 is the
left spread, and 0:04 is the right spread, and its membership
degree might be given by:
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy sets in heuristic rules. (a) Outstanding bid is
much_bigger then PR. (b) Outstanding ask is much_smaller the
PR. (c) Outstanding ask is much_smaller then PR. (d) Outstanding
bid is much_bigger than PR.
TABLE 1
Fuzzy Rule Base for s-agents~ z zx
50x ÿ 99 if 1:98  x  2:0;
ÿ25x  51 if 2:0 <x 2:04:

Now, the decision sets DSs (acceptable asks for s-agents)
and DSb (acceptable bids for b-agents) can be determined.
Suppose zs  ms; s; s is the output fuzzy number of the
fuzzy reasoning or the heuristic rules for an s-agent, zb 
mb; b; b is the output fuzzy number of the fuzzy
reasoning or the heuristic rules for a b-agent, and the
parameter s, for the s-agent, and b, for the b-agent, are the
thresholds to decide to which degree the ask (bid) could be
accepted. Again, s and b can be decided by the risk
attitudes of the agents. The asks that the s-agent could
submit are in the decision set:
DSs f a j a 2 Ds \f a j zsasgg; 8
whereDs isthevalidasksset(seeDefinition 7).Similarly,the
bids that the b-agent could submit are in the decision set:
DSb f b j b 2 Db \f b j zbbbgg; 9
where Db is the valid bids set (see Definition 6).
Finally, the agent can decide whether to accept an ask
(bid) or submit an ask (bid), or submit nothing. For an
FL-agent, if the decision set, DSs (DSb), is empty, it shows
that there is no acceptable asks (bids) at which this agent
can make any profit, thus it will not submit an ask or a bid.
Otherwise, the ask (bid) to be submitted is decided by the
following formulae:
. for FL s-agents:
ask 
bo if bo 2 DSs;
argmaxa2DSsfzsag otherwise;

10
. for FL b-agents:
bid 
ao if ao 2 DSb;
argmaxb2DSb fzbbg otherwise:

11
For an FL s-agent (b-agent), if the outstanding bid (ask) falls
into DSs (DSb), it is a sign that bo (ao) is acceptable. The FL
s-agent (b-agent) will submit bo (ao) in order to make a
transaction at bo (ao). Otherwise, it will select the ask (bid)
which corresponds to the maximum similarity degree
among those asks (bids) constrained by DSs (DSb).
This completes the description of our FL-strategy for
both buyer and seller agents in a CDA. We now illustrate its
use in an exemplar scenario.
3.3 The FL-Strategy in Operation
Assume there are three valuation vectors for b-agents b1, b2,
and b3:
V
!
1 f 3:3;2:7;2:4g;
V
!
2 f 2:8;2:5;2:2g;
V
!
3 f 2:7;2:4;2:1g;
and three cost vectors for s-agents s1, s2, and s3:
C
!
1 f 1:6;2:2;2:4g;
C
!
2 f 1:75;2:0;2:3g;
C
!
3 f 1:6;1:9;2:1g:
Furthermore, suppose the CDA market is as follows (see
Definition 1):
PCDA  <g ;fb1;b 2;b 3g;fs1;s 2;s 3g;
V
!
1;V
!
2;V
!
3;C
!
1;C
!
2;C
!
3;0:01;30 >:
In this market, there are three b-agents, each with
valuations for three units, and three s-agents each with
costs for three units. Consider the following situation (see
Definition 5):
s < 6;fb1;b 2;b 3g;fs1;s 2;s 3g;a o;b o;H l >:
The fuzzy sets employed in the FL-strategy are shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. Based on the ranges of asks and bids, a
difference below 0:01 in the ask (bid) value is assumed to be
indifferent to the users here. Thus, we choose 0:01 as the
price step, i.e., price  0:01. Also, for simplicity, the
thresholds for all the fuzzy sets used in the rules are set
to 0:5, i.e., s;1  s;2  b;1  b;2  0:5. For all the fuzzy
numbers involved, suppose their left spread   0:02 and
their right spread   0:02, which ensures a reasonable
degree of flexibility in this context.
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TABLE 2
Fuzzy Rule Base for b-agents
Fig. 3. Fuzzy sets used in fuzzy reasoning.Example 1. This example shows how to use the heuristic
rules to submit a bid. For ease of explanation, let the
history length l  3 (however, it does not affect the
rationale of the strategy). Let Hl f 2:3;2:2;2:1g , bo  2:4,
ao  2:5, P1  2:5, and an s-agent be about to submit its
next ask. First, from s, r  6. Then, by Definition 8, we
have
PR  pbl1
2 c  pb31
2 c  p2  2:2:
From Fig. 2a, we can find that
A1boA12:40:667 > s;1  0:5:
That is, bo  2:4 is considered to be much bigger than
PR  2:2. Therefore, according to rule SR1, the agent will
accept bo, i.e., ask  bo  2:4.
Example 2. This example shows how to use the fuzzy
reasoning mechanism to submit a bid. For ease of
explanation, we set the history length to be 5. Let Hl 
f2:0;2:4;2:3;2:2;2:1g (l  5), ao  2:85, bo  1:2, and the
FL b-agent b1 (with valuation V
!
1) be about to submit a
new bid for its second unit of good, that is, the valuation
of the second unit of good is v12  2:7. By Definition 8,
PR  pbl1
2 c  pb51
2 c  p3  2:2:
Since bo  PR  ao, the fuzzy reasoning on the rule base
is employed. Let b;1  0:05, b;2  0:04, b;3  0:01, and
b;4  0:02. From Fig. 3, we can find close toao0:7,
medium toao0:5, far fromao0, close tobo0,
medium tobo1, and far frombo0. By (1), the
four rules’ firing levels in Table 2 are:
1  minfmaxffar fromao;medium toaog;
far frombog  minfmaxf0;0:5g;0g0;
2  minfmaxffar fromao;medium toaog;
medium tobog  minfmaxf0;0:5g;1g0:5;
3  minfmaxffar fromao;medium toaog;
close tobog  minfmaxf0;0:5g;0g0;
4  close toao0:7:
Thus, according to Table 2, the four rules’ outputs are:
~ z1 z1  bo  b;1;; 1:20  0:05;0:02;0:02
 1:25;0:02;0:02;
~ z2 z2  bo  b;2;; 1:20  0:04;0:02;0:02
 1:24;0:02;0:02;
~ z3 z3  bo  b;3;; 1:20  0:01;0:02;0:02
 1:21;0:02;0:02;
~ z4 z4  PR ÿ b;4;; 2:2 ÿ 0:02;0:02;0:02
 2:18;0:02;0:02:
Finally, by (3), the overall output fuzzy number is
calculated as follows:
~ z0 z0 
1  ~ z z1  2  ~ z z2  3  ~ z z3  4  ~ z z4
1  2  3  4

0  ~ z z1  0:5  ~ z z2  0  ~ z z3  0:7  ~ z z4
0  0:5  0  0:7

0:5  ~ z z2  0:7  ~ z z4
1:2

0:5  1:24;0:02;0:02
1:2

0:7  2:18;0:02;0:02
1:2

0:5  1:24;0:5  0:02;0:5  0:02
1:2

0:7  2:18;0:7  0:02;0:7  0:02
1:2

0:62;0:01;0:01 1:526;0:014;0:014
1:2
 1:79;0:02;0:02:
Then, by Definition 6, the valid bids set is:
Db f b j bo <b minao;v ijg
f b j 1:2 <b min2:85;2:7g
f b j 1:2 <b 2:7g:
And then, by (9), the bids that this b-agent can accept
are in the decision set:
DSb f b j b 2 Db \f b j zbbbgg  f1:78;1:79;1:80g;
where b  0:5. Finally, by (11), we have
argmaxb2DSbfzb1:78;z b1:79;z b1:80g  1:79:
Thus, the bid that the b-agent will submit is bid  1:79.
4E VALUATION OF FL-AGENTS
This section investigates, in an empirical fashion, the
influence of the key parameters of the FL-strategy, the
selection of these parameters, and the comparison of the
FL-strategy with a number of other prominent strategies
that have been proposed in the literature.
4.1 The Experimental Setting
This section describes the settings for the experiments
conducted in the rest of this paper. First, the time period
that an agent can allow to elapse before sending a message
about asks or bids is specified as an exponentially
distributed random variable. This is chosen because: 1) each
agent’s timing decision is independent of domain char-
acteristics such as costs or valuations, and 2) exponential
distribution is often a good approximation of the actual
distribution [30]. Second, to measure how well an agent
performs in a CDA, we evaluate its profit (the monetary
gain for the agent). For an s-agent, the gain on its ith unit
sold is the difference between the price, pi, received from a
b-agent for that unit, and the cost, ci, at which the unit is
produced, i.e., pi ÿ ci. If the s-agent sells m units at prices
p1;;p m, then its profit is
P
1impi ÿ ci. Similarly, for a
b-agent, if this agent trades n units of goods, its profit is P
1invi ÿ pi, where vi is the valuation value for the ith
unit and pi is the price of buying the ith unit of good. For the
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of the profit in 1,000 simulations.
9
Based on the above settings, each experiment is
composed of many sessions and then each session consists
of 1,000 runs.
10 In each run of the session, an s-agent is
endowed with a number of units of goods whose costs are
independently drawn randomly from a uniform distribu-
tion with support [1.00, 3.00]. A b-agent is endowed with a
number of units of goods whose valuations are indepen-
dently drawn from a uniform distribution with support
[2.00, 4.00]. These values were chosen because the cost
values are generally smaller than the valuation values [31].
Thus, this is consistent with reality. The supply of the
market is calculated by the total number of units of goods
that all the s-agents want to sell; and the demand is
calculated by the total number of units of goods that all the
b-agents desire to buy. For example, if there are five s-
agents and five b-agents in the market, each s-agent is
endowed with five units of goods, and each b-agent is
endowed with six units of goods to buy. The supply is 25
and the demand is 30.
4.2 Agents with Attitudes Toward Risk
This section first defines the different attitudes toward risk
that an agent can adopt and then analyzes the influences of
these attitudes through experiments based on the settings
described above. Due to the complexity and uncertainty of
the CDA bidding problem, it is not possible to analytically
determine the optimal configuration of parameter values
for a given context [10]. The best that can be achieved is to
know the likely range of parameters such that the agent will
perform effectively. To this end, the concept of attitude
toward risk is introduced. Individual attitudes to risk can be
characterized according to how an agent approaches a fair
gamble [32]; they can be: risk-neutral, risk-averse, or risk-
seeking. Take the utility functions of an s-agent as an
example. In Fig. 4, the price of the outstanding bid (bo)
appears on the horizontal axis and the utility generated by
accepting the current bo is shown on the vertical axis. For
the same value of p, agents with different risk attitudes have
different utilities; that is, UApUNpUSp. The
agent with the utility function UA represents the risk-
averse agent which takes minimal risks with its actions.
Suppose the cost of the current unit of the good is c,a sa
result, it is unwilling to sacrifice a sure profit of (bo ÿ c),
although there may be a greater chance of gaining more
profit. In short, risk-averse agents reject fair gambles. In
contrast, there are agents that actually prefer fair gambles to
sure results. These agents are called risk-seeking and are
represented by the utility function US. The agents with the
attitude between these two extremes are called risk-neutral
agents and their utility function is always represented as a
straight line. This kind of agent will be indifferent if the sure
result and the gamble have the same expected utilities.
Thus, in the FL-strategy, given the same fuzzy sets,
different parameters will correspond to different agent
attitudes.
Definition 9. Given the same situation, suppose the utilities of
an ask a that two s-agents s and s0 submit are Usa and
U0
sa, respectively. For all a 2 Ds, s s
a s0 if and only if
UsaU0
sa.I fs s
a s0, then agent s is said to be more
averse toward risk than agent s0.
The following corollary is a straightforward result of
Definition 9.
Corollary 1. Given the same situation, suppose the utilities of
submitting an ask a for three agents sA, sN, and sS are
UA
s a, UN
s a, and US
s a, respectively. For all a 2 Ds,
sA s
a sN s
a sS if and only if
UA
s aUN
s aUS
s a:
Corollary 2. For three s-agents sA, sN, and sS, represented by

A
s;1 ;
A
s;2 ;
A
s;1 ;
A
s;2 ;
A
s;1 ;;
A
s;4 ;

N
s;1 ;
N
s;2 ;
N
s;1 ;
N
s;2 ;
N
s;1 ;;
N
s;4 ;
and (
S
s;1 ;
S
s;2 ;
S
s;1 ;
S
s;2 , 
S
s;1;;
S
s;4), respectively. If all the
following conditions hold:
1. 
A
s;i >
N
s;i >
S
s;i (for i  1 and 2)
2. 
A
s;1 <
N
s;1 <
S
s;1 ,
3. 
A
s;2 >
N
s;2 >
S
s;2 ,
4. 
A
s;j >
N
s;j >
S
s;j (for j=1, 2, and 3) and

A
s;4 <
N
s;4 <
S
s;4;
then, sA s
a sN s
a sS.
Proof. For an s-agent, for all a 2 Ds, Usa is a
nondecreasing function. That is, the bigger the ask,
the more utility the agent obtains. Let the ask
submitted by each s-agent be aA, aN, and aS. From
conditions 1 to 4, we can always get aA <a N <a S.
That is, sA always submits a lower ask compared
with sN and sS, and that sN is always lower than
sS. Thus, UA
s aUN
s aUS
s a. Based on Cor-
ollary 1, we have: sA s
a sN s
a sS. t u
Similarly, b
a can be defined as follows:
Definition 10. Given the same situation, suppose the utilities of
a bid b for two b-agents b and b0 submit are Ubb and U0
bb,
respectively. For all b 2 Db, b b
a b0 i fa n do n l yi f
UbbU0
bb.I fb b
a b0, then agent b is said to be more
averse toward risk than agent b0.
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9. This number is chosen because it is sufficient to produce statistically
significant results. By a t-test, the p value of 0:0007 is reported from the
sample of 900 runs and that of 1,000 runs. Thus, the profit variance for the
two samples are virtually the same and the results are therefore statistically
significant.
10. From the beginning of the CDA to its termination is called a run. One
thousand runs with the same s-agents and b-agents make up a session.
Fig. 4. Utility functions of agents with different attitudes.The following corollary is a straightforward result of
Definition 10.
Corollary 3. Given the same situation, suppose the utilities of
submitting a bid b for the b-agents bA, bN, and bS are
U
A
b b, U
N
b b, and U
S
b b respectively. For all b 2 Db,
bA b
a bN b
a bS
if and only if U
A
b bU
N
b bU
S
b b.
Corollary 4. For three agents bA, bN, and bS represented by

A
b;1 ;
A
b;2 ;
A
b;1 ;
A
b;2 ;
A
b;1 ;;
A
b;4 ;

N
b;1 ;
N
b;2 ;
N
b;1 ;
N
b;2 ;
N
b;1 ;;
N
b;4 ;
and (
S
b;1 ;
S
b;2 ;
S
b;1 ;
S
b;2 ;
S
b;1 ;;
S
b;4 ), respectively. If all the
following conditions hold:
1. 
A
b;i >
N
b;i >
S
b;i (for i  1 and 2)
2. 
A
b;1 <
N
b;1 <
S
b;1
3. 
A
b;2 >
N
b;2 >
S
b;2
4. 
A
b;j >
N
b;j >
S
b;j (for j  1, 2, and 3) and 
A
b;4 <

N
b;4 <
S
b;4
then, bA b
a bN b
a bS.
The proof for Corollary 4 is not presented because of
space limitations, although it is similar to that of the above.
Now, given the fact that different parameters correspond
to different attitudes toward risk, the key question is how to
choose the appropriate risk attitudes of agents given a
particular environment? The rest of this section is devoted
to answering this question. In particular, the influence of
the relation of supply and demand quantity (a key
environmental factor) is considered.
Conjecture. The relation of supply and demand quantity
influences the performance of agents with different atti-
tudes. If the supply (demand) quantity is greater than the
demand (supply) quantity, an s-agent (b-agent) with an
averse attitude toward risk can make more profit.
To test our conjecture, a series of six experiments were
conducted. Beside the three aforementioned kinds of agents
(risk-averse, risk-seeking, and risk-neutral) two extra kinds
of agents are considered: agents between the neutral and
averse attitude (weakly averse), and agents between the
neutral and risk attitude (weakly risky). These are added in
order to make the trend of influence of the risk attitudes to
the market supply (demand) more clear. In each session,
only one agent uses the FL-strategy, and from session to
session, the attitude of the FL-agent varies from risk-averse
to risk-seeking. All the other agents utilize one of our
benchmark strategies.
11
Fig. 5 shows the profit of FL-agents in different sessions.
Figs. 5a and 5b show the profit of agents when supply is
equal to demand. In these cases, the left-hand bars in each
group are always taller than the other bars in the same
group. These bars represent the profits of the averse agents.
A risk-averse agent is easily satisfied, so it can make
transactions quickly and with a high volume. As a result, its
profit is high. Thus, in this environmental setting, an averse
agent can make more profit, whether it is an s-agent or a b-
agent. In Fig. 5c, supply is greater than demand, thus an s-
agent is in an unfavorable position. The chances of selling a
good are small because there are very few b-agents. So, an
averse agent makes more profit. This explanation also holds
for the b-agents in Fig. 5f. Fig. 5d shows the behavior of
agents when supply is less than demand. Here, the attitude
with which an s-agent performs best varies with the change
of the difference between supply and demand quantity. At
the beginning, when the difference is small, the weakly
averse agents always make more profit. However, with the
increase in supply, the trend is that an s-agent with a risk-
seeking attitude can make more profit. This is caused by the
fact that the market is not very competitive when the
difference between supply and demand is small. This also
explains the bars for b-agents in the situation when supply
is less than demand (Fig. 5e).
In summary, this experiment clearly shows how to
choose the suitable attitude for an agent in different
situations if we have knowledge about the real-time supply and
demand. As indicated by our conjecture, an s-agent should
be averse when supply is greater than or equal to demand,
and the attitude should change from risk-averse to risk-
seeking with the increase of demand when the supply is
less than demand. For a b-agent, it should be averse when
supply is less than or equal to demand, and the attitude
should change from risk-averse to risk-seeking with the
increase of supply when the supply is greater than demand.
4.3 Benchmarking the FL-Strategy
Having determined the best parameter configuration with
respect to risk in a given environment, this section
compares our strategy (with the risk attitude tailored to
the environment) with a number of others that have been
proposed in the literature. These other strategies represent
the most widely cited strategies for agents participating in
CDAs. In more detail, the benchmark strategies are:
. Zero Intelligence (ZI) strategy [33]. A ZI b-agent
submits a bid drawn randomly between outstanding
bid (bo) and the valuation of its current unit.
Similarly, a ZI s-agent submits an ask drawn
randomly between the cost of its current unit and
outstanding ask (ao). This strategy is an extension of
the “budget-constraint zero intelligence” trader in
the economics literature
12 [33]. In [33], the lower
limit that a b-agent submits as a bid is 0 and the
upper limit that an s-agent submits as an ask is 1.W e
believe our extension is appropriate because we are
dealing with single unit trades and because the ask
(bid) bounding conditions increase the possibility of
matching an outstanding bid (ask).
. Fixed Mark-up (FM) strategy. An FM b-agent
(s-agent) submits the outstanding bid (ask) plus
(minus) some predefined mark-up (a specialization
of [35]). This is a simple strategy because the agent
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11. In fact, they use the ZI-strategy which will be described in Section 4.3
(this is the earliest and simplest of our benchmark strategies). Thus, if there
is one FL s-agent in the market, there are four s-agents and five b-agents
using the ZI-strategy; if there is one FL b-agent, there are five s-agents and
four b-agents using the ZI-strategy.
12. Actually, the ZI-strategy is equivalent to the ZI-C strategy proposed
by Gode and Sunder [34].does not need to model other agents and it tries to
reduce the ask-bid spread until its cost or valuation
is met.
. Chris Preist (CP) strategy. The CP-strategy consists
of a small number of heuristics and a learning rule
[36]. The heuristics first determine the target profit
margin based on the current outstanding bid (ask)
and an independent random variable distributed in
the range 0;0:2. Then, given the target, a CP agent
does not jump straight to that value, but moves
toward the target at a learning rate which deter-
mines the speed of the adjustment.
. Gjerstad-Dickhaut (GD) strategy. The GD-strategy
[11] is a more sophisticated strategy. A GD agent
records all the asks (bids) made in the history H
occurring in the last several transactions. From the
history, an agent can compute the probability of a
bid or ask being accepted. For example, for a buyer,
^ q qb
TBLbALb
TBLbALbRBGb
; 12
where ^ q qb is the probability of b being accepted,
TBLb is the number of accepted bids not greater
than b in H, ALb is the number of asks not greater
than b in H, and RBGb is the number of rejected
bids not less than b in H. Then, cubic spline
interpolation is used to compute the probability of
a given bid being accepted given the history. A
GD b-agent submits a bid, b, which maximizes
bv ÿ b, where b is the belief function of a bid that
is accepted, and v is the valuation of the good.
Similarly, a GD s-agent submits an ask a which
maximizes sa ÿ c, where s is the belief function
of an ask that is accepted, and c is the cost of the
good to sell.
To evaluate the behavior of each agent, we compare their
profits in three situations:
1. supply equals demand (Figs. 6a and 6b),
2. supply is less than demand (Figs. 6c and 6d) and
3. supply is greater than demand (Figs. 6e and 6f).
In each subfigure of Fig. 6, the horizontal axis shows the
supply (demand) quantity and the vertical axis represents
the profit of agents using various strategies. There are five
curves in each subfigure and each one represents the profit
of one kind of strategy. Given the same supply (demand),
the bigger the profit, the better the strategy.
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Fig. 5. Performance of FL-agents with different risk attitudes. In each group of bars, the five bars represent, from left to right, the agents with different
attitudes: averse, weakly averse, neutral, weakly risky and risky. The horizontal axis shows the supply (demand) quantity of the session. The vertical
axis represents the profit of the various FL-agents in the session.From Fig. 6, we can see that the FL-agents often obtain
higher profits than all the other corresponding agents. The
exception is that FL-agents perform slightly worse than the
GD-strategy when 1) for the b-agent, supply = 25 and
demand = 40, 45, and 50, respectively, and 2) for the s-agent,
supply = 25 and demand = 30 and 35, respectively. The
reason for this inferiority is that our agent cannot adjust its
risk attitude during the course of the CDA and the value
that is used is based on the experimental results in
Section 4.2 which is for the general case. However, in most
situations, FL-agents can outperform agents using other
strategies. We attribute this success to two factors. First,
when making a decision in a given situation, an FL-agent
considers the outstanding ask, outstanding bid, and
reference price (inferred from history) in deciding its next
ask (bid). We believe reference price is a very important
factor in bidding, and our strategy is the only one to exploit
this information. Second, the FL-strategy can dynamically
vary the rate of increase (decrease) in bid (ask) according to
the prevailing context. Sometimes, for example, an FL-agent
can jump from a very low price to a transaction price. This
is markedly different from the other strategies which only
increase (decrease) their bids gradually.
The performance of the other strategies is statistically
worse than our FL-agents. GD-agents behave worse than
the FL-strategy although they do maintain a history.
However, these agents ignore the outstanding ask (bid),
which we believe is one of the most important factors in
deciding an agent’s next bid (ask). The other three strategies
ignore the transaction history. ZI-agents have no knowledge
about the auction, they submit their bids (asks) randomly.
However, ZI-agents can sometimes deal at a very low bid or
high ask. FM-agents and CP-agents can only increase
(decrease) their bids (asks) in a fixed step or small varied
steps without caring about the outstanding bid (ask). Thus,
they miss out on some deals which they should have made.
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Fig. 6. Performance of agents with different strategies. The horizontal axis represents the demand (or supply) configuration of the corresponding
market and the vertical axis represents the total profit of the corresponding agent using a specific strategy in one session. There are 5 s-agents and
5 b-agents in each experiment. In (a) and (b), supply is equal to demand, the unit of good that each agent is endowed with to buy (sell) increases
from session to session in the range 5;15, the total supply (demand) is shown in the horizontal axis. In (c) and (d), supply is less than demand, the
unit of good that each s-agent is endowed with is fixed to 5, and the unit of good for b-agents increases from session to session in the range 6;14.I n
(e) and (f), supply is greater than demand, the unit of good that each b-agent is endowed with is fixed to 5, and the unit of good for s-agents increases
from session to session in the range 6;14.5T HE ADAPTIVE FL-AGENTS
In the above experiments, the risk attitude of the FL-agent is
selected manually based on design time knowledge of the
relation between supply and demand. However, in many
environments, this information is a priori unknown. Also,
in an open CDA, the number of agents can be changing
continuously as new agents enter the market and the
existing ones drop out. Further, the parameters that are
suitable in one CDA market may not behave well in others
because success is inextricably linked to the strategies of the
competitor agents. For all these reasons, we believe it is
desirable for an FL-agent to have the ability to automatically
adapt itself to its market context. Thus, this section reports
on a number of extensions in this direction that we made to
the basic FL-strategy.
5.1 Learning Principle for FL-agents
As discussed in Section 3.1, each FL-agent has a reference
price (PR) to decide whether it sells (buys) a good at a
profitable price. Given this price, an agent can submit an ask
(bid) based on its risk attitude (parameters). However,
different attitudes can lead to different asks (bids)
(Section 4.2). Furthermore, even the same asks (bids) have
different effects in different environments. Thus, an agent
needsanothermeasuretodecide whetheritsubmits toohigh
abidortoolowanask.Tothisend,anagentcanobservehow
frequently it can make transactions. If an s-agent (b-agent)
waits too long to conduct a deal, it shows that it should be
more averse in the next round if it is to make more
transactions. On the other hand, if an s-agent (b-agent) can
transact very frequently, it is a sign that its bids (asks) are too
high (low). Thus, during the next round of the CDA, the
agent should change its attitude in the direction of risk-
seeking (hoping it can still make a transaction while
increasing its profit). We call this kind of hill-climbing
behavior the adaptive FL-agent (denoted A-FL-agent).
Suppose agent i’s attitude is expressed by A
i
attitude which
corresponds to a value in ÿ1;1 as shown in Fig. 7. Each
value of A
i
attitude corresponds to a group of parameters
which define its attitudes toward risk that satisfy Corollary 2
or Corollary 4. Formally, the learning principles for A-FL-
agents can be expressed as the rules in Table 3 (where  is
the minimum step and r (r>0) is the learning rate). The
terms “waits_long” and “transacts_frequently” are ex-
pressed as two fuzzy sets shown in Fig. 8.
In this context, the learning rate r determines the speed
with which the adjustment takes place. Some agents may
adapt themselves slowly but steadily, while others may
change their attitudes quickly. Thus, we compare three
different representative adjustment methods:
1. an agent increases (decreases) at the constant rate
minimum step , that is, r  1;
2. r  m, where m>1; that is, the agent increases
(decreases) at a bigger step than ;
3. r is an independent random number uniformly
distributed in the range 1;, where  is the
maximum adjustment number.
In these experiments, we assume there is no abrupt
increase or decrease in the supply and demand quantity.
That is, over any period, the CDA market in each session is
relatively stable (i.e., there is a fixed supply and demand
quantity). Further, to compare the performance of different
learning rates, we compare the three adaptive FL-agents
and the FL-agents with the parameters shown by the
selection principle in Section 4.2. The experiments are
conducted in different situations (see Fig. 9).
Generally, the agents whose learning rate is 1 (the agent
which increases (decreases) the attitude value at a small and
constantrate) perform best.This isbecause this kind ofagent
can fine tune its parameters which avoids overresponse to
supply(demand)changesinthemarket.Thus,wechoosethis
kind of learning rate to adjust the attitude for the adaptive
FL-agents.Also,theadaptiveFL-agentswithasmalllearning
ratedobetterthanotherFL-agents.FromFig.9,itcanbeseen
that the A-FL_1 agents obtain a higher profit than the
FL-agents. This means that even without the knowledge of
supply and demand, the adaptive agent can effectively tailor
itsstrategytoitsprevailingcircumstances.Whilethisresultis
promising, there is the caveat assumption that there is no
abruptchangeinsupplyordemand.Insuchcircumstances,a
learning rate that takes small steps may not be able to
respond quickly enough to be effective. However, the best
means of dealing with abrupt change is left for future work.
5.2 Comparison with the Other Strategies
In this experiment, we compare the adaptive FL-agents with
thefourbenchmarkstrategiesoftheprevioussection(ZI,FM,
CP, and GD).
13 Fig. 10 clearly shows that the adaptive
strategy is effective. A-FL-agents behave better, sometimes
much better, than all the other strategies. This is because an
A-FL-agent can tailor its bidding behavior to the prevailing
market context.
Besides the profit of the agents, we also investigated
the transaction price distribution of each agent. We did
this because this metric is a good indication of how
consistently an agent performs in a CDA. Table 4 shows
the transaction price distributions in 1,000 runs of two
agents
14 when supply is equal to demand (Table 4a),
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Fig. 7. Risk Attitude of an agent.
13. The set-up of this experiment is the same as that of Section 4.3.
14. Due to the limitation of space, we only show the transaction price
distribution of two agents. In total, in the experiment shown in Fig. 10, there
are 28 configurations of different market situations. Two agents (one s-agent
and one b-agent) from six sessions are shown in Table 4. To distinguish
these two agents, we use strategy s=b 1 and strategy s=b 2, respectively. For
example, A-FL b 1 means b-agent 1 utilizes A-FL strategy.
TABLE 3
Learning Rules for A-FL-Agents
A
i
attitude denotes the attitude of agent i, r is the learning rate, and  is the
minimum step.supply is less than demand (Table 4b), and supply is
greater than demand (Table 4c). In Table 4, P0 is the
average equilibrium price of 1,000 runs, obtained from
the supply and demand curves. Accordingly, Q0 is the
average quantities at the equilibrium prices. P is the
average price for each agent and the Change Rate (CR)
shows the percentage of P ÿ P0 to the equilibrium price
P0. This is a key measure of how well the agent behaves
and is calculated in the following way:
CR P;P0
P ÿ P0
P0
 100%:
Generally, for a b-agent, the lower the average price, the
betterthestrategy;forans-agent,thehighertheaverageprice,
the better the strategy. In Table 4, the average prices of A-FL
b-agents are always the lowest among all the b-agents. This
means that A-FL b-agents always pay low prices to acquire
goods. Also, the average prices of A-FL s-agents are always
the highest among all the s-agents. This means that A-FL
s-agents always sell goods at high prices. An agent’s Change
Rate also gives an indication of how high or low the average
transaction price is compared with the equilibrium price of
the CDA. For an s-agent, the higher the CR, the higher the
priceatwhichitsellsitsgoods;forab-agent,thelowertheCR,
the lower the price at which it buys the goods. Our A-FL
s-agents always get the maximum CR value and A-FL
b-agents always obtain the minimum CR value. This means
that our adaptive FL-agents buy goods at the lowest average
priceandsellgoodsatthehighestaveragepriceamongallthe
agentsusingvariousstrategies.Thus,theadaptiveFL-agents
outperform all the other strategies.
5.3 Collective Behavior of A-FL-Agents
Since the A-FL strategy is effective in making good profits
in a CDA, we expect many A-FL-agents may appear in a
given CDA market. Thus, we need to test the efficiency of a
CDA market that is populated with multiple A-FL-agents.
In particular, we would like to investigate how the
performance of an A-FL-agent changes as the percentage
of A-FL-agents in the population increases, and to what
extent the efficiency of the CDA market is affected by this
change in population.
We test the collective behavior of A-FL-agents in
situations where the quantity of demand is
1. greater than,
2. equal to, and
3. less than the quantity of supply, respectively.
For each situation, the experiment is composed of multiple
sessions. Fig. 11 shows the results of the profits of A-FL-
agents in different sessions under different situations.
15 The
horizontal axes represent the session numbers and the
vertical axes represent the sum of the profits in 1,000 runs of
each agent. The curves show each agent’s profit in different
sessions.
In different sessions, we only change the strategy of one
agent. Actually, we increase the number of agents that
employ the A-FL strategy by one in each session. Take
Fig. 11a as an example. In this situation, the demand is
greater than supply, thus the competition among A-FL
b-agents is highlighted. There are 10 b-agents and eight
s-agents and each agent has three units of goods to buy
(sell). In session 1, only b-agent b1 uses the A-FL strategy; in
session 2, we change the strategy of b-agent b2 to the A-FL
strategy, while fixing all the other parameters; in session 3,
the strategy that b3 uses is changed; and, finally, in session
10, all the b-agents use the A-FL strategy.
As shown in Figs. 11a, 11b, and 11c, the profit of A-FL
b-agent b1 decreases initially and then increases steadily.
The trend of the change of the profit of agent b2 and agent b3
is similar. This phenomenon can be explained as follows:
For agent b1, with an increasing number of A-FL-agents,
more A-FL-agents compete with b1, and, thus, the profit of
b1 decreases. When the number of A-FL-agents is suffi-
ciently large,
16 A-FL-agents make the transaction prices of
the market low. The same explanation holds for A-FL s-
agents. Thus, the reference prices of each agent decreases
from session to session and all the A-FL-agents make
greater profits.
Since A-FL-agents make more profits in the long term,
another question arises. How will the CDA market as a
whole be affected with an increasing population of A-FL-
agents? We evaluate the profit obtained by all agents in the
market divided by the surplus when agents trade their
goods at the equilibrium price to determine the efficiency of
the market.
17 Tables 5, 6, and 7 summarize this efficiency
data of the collective profit of all the agents and the market
efficiency from experiments of different sessions. As can be
seen, for CDA markets with varying numbers of A-FL
b-agents,
18 both the total profit and efficiency of the market
increase initially and then decrease little by little. For a CDA
market with varying numbers of A-FL s-agents, the trend is
obvious. The market becomes less efficient due to the
increase in strategic reasoning of the A-FL agents. However,
we can see that, from the session when no agent uses the
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Fig. 8. Two fuzzy sets for transaction rate. This rate is calculated by the
number of transactions made by an agent divided by the total
transaction numbers in the market after the latest change of the agent’s
attitude towards risk.
15. In order to investigate the performance of A-FL-agents, the profit of
non-A-FL agents is not shown in Fig. 11. These agents use various randomly
selected strategies from our set of benchmarks.
16. In the experiment, this number is 50 percent of the total number of
b-agents or s-agents.
17. The efficiency of the market is obtained by the following formula
(based on the intuitions described in [11]): Efficiency 
P
i p
i
a P
i p
i
e
, where pi
a is
the actual profit of the agent i in a session (1,000 runs); pi
e is the profit of the
agent if the agent i trades its goods according to the equilibrium price given
their costs and valuations of the goods in a session.
18. Note that the total number of agents in each set-up is fixed, that is, in
Table5,thereare8b-agentsand8s-agentsand,inTable6,thereare8b-agents
and 10 s-agents, and in Table 7, there are 10 b-agents and 8 s-agents.A-FL strategy to the session when all the b-agents and
s-agents use the A-FL strategy, the efficieny of the market
does not decrease significantly. That is, even in the worst
case, the efficiency is still reasonably high. The market with
all A-FL-agents is also investigated. In this market, all the
agents use the A-FL strategy, and the efficiency is 85.45 per-
cent for a market with 5 s-agents and 5 b-agents. This figure
is still reasonable with respect to experiments shown in
Tables 5, 6, and 7. Thus, we can conclude that widespread
adoption of the A-FL strategy does not lead to a significant
deterioration in the effectiveness of the overall market.
6R ELATED WORK
There are a number of strands of work that are related to
what we have described in this paper. First, the work on
bidding strategies for various forms of auctions. Second, the
work on using fuzzy techniques to manage an agent’s
interactions. Finally, alternatives to fuzzy reasoning for
coping with the uncertainties in bidding. Each of these areas
will now be dealt with in turn.
Noncooperative game theory is an important tool for
analyzing strategic interactions between agents [37].
However, one of its weaknesses is that the theory is only
suitable for highly stylized, simple settings [38], thus a
clear game-theoretic solution to the CDA problem is not
possible. The Recursive Modeling Method [39] has been
proposed as an approach for an agent to reason about
other agents and generate an appropriate strategy for
negotiation. However, in most practical cases, the agent
can only build finite nesting models due to the limitation
of acquiring knowledge. Thus, with this approach, not all
the information in the recursive model may be relevant to
the agent and it is possible that little or no information
may be available for the agent to use. Park et al. [40]
propose the adaptive agent bidding strategy (called the p-
strategy) based on stochastic modeling for a CDA. The
idea of the p-strategy is to model the auction process
using a Markov Chain (MC). However, in many cases, it
is hard to obtain the probability values required for the
MC model, such as the transition probabilities and the
probabilities of success and failure for particular trading
actions. Moreover, the computation involved in this
approach is large. Badea [41] applied Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) to induce trading rules for a CDA. He
first identified buy (sell) opportunities from historical
market data. Then, these buy (sell) opportunities are input
as examples to an ILP learner to produce understandable
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Fig. 9. Performance of A-FL-agents with different adaptive speeds. Initially, all the adaptive agents are risk-neutral. In each image, the bars in each
group represent the agents (from left to right): FL-agents (without adaptivity), A-FL_1 agents (r  1), A-FL_2 agents (r  5), and A-FL_3 agents (r is
drawn randomly from 1;10).rules. However, this learning strategy relies heavily on
historical data which is often not available in the contexts
we consider.
Turning now to the use of fuzzy techniques to manage an
agent’s interactions. Faratin et al. [42] used fuzzy similarity
to compute trade offs among multiple attributes during
bilateral negotiations. An agent first generates some (all) of
the potential contracts for which it receives a score . Then,
the agent finds the contract on the indifference curve for 
which has the maximum similarity degree to the last
proposal from the negotiation opponent. Here, fuzzy
techniques are used to deal with a bilateral negotiation
and the algorithm aims to find a win-win (cooperative)
solution for both parties. However, in our work, there are
multiple parties in a CDA and they are essentially
competitive. Kowalczyk and Bui [43], [44] modeled the
multiissue negotiation process as a fuzzy constraint
satisfaction problem (FCSP). Their approach performs
negotiation on individual solutions one at a time. During
negotiation, an agent evaluates the offers, relaxes the
preferences and constraints, and makes counteroffers to
find an agreement for both parties. The issues negotiated
over actually correspond to the constrained variables and
the preferences, constraints, and each party’s objectives are
expressed as fuzzy constraints over these issues. Using this
method, the FCSP is to find a solution that maximizes the
satisfaction of all constraints of the parties. In contrast with
our work, they use fuzzy constraints in a bilateral
negotiation on multiple issues, while our work aims to find
a solution for an agent in a CDA and we use fuzzy sets and
fuzzy rules to generate a bid (ask). Luo et al. [45], [46]
developed a fuzzy constraint based framework for bilateral
multiissue negotiations in competitive trading environ-
ments. The framework is expressed via two knowledge
models, one for the seller agent and one for the buyer agent.
The seller agent’s domain knowledge consists of its multi-
dimensional representation of the products or services it
offers. The buyer agent’s domain knowledge consists of the
buyer’s requirement/preference model (a prioritized fuzzy
constraint problem) and buyer’s profile model (fuzzy truth
propositions). The buyer and seller agents exchange offers
and counteroffers with additional constraints revealed or
existing constraints being relaxed. Finally, a solution is
found if there is one. Compared with our work, they solve
the multiissue bilateral negotiation using fuzzy truth
propositions and prioritized fuzzy constraint techniques,
while we use fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules to deal with
making bidding decisions.
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Fig. 10. Competition of A-FL-agents with other strategy agents.Finally, we consider the alternatives to fuzzy reasoning
for handling with uncertainty in agent interactions (see [47]
for a comprehensive survey about handling uncertainty in
agent systems). As stated, we chose fuzzy logic based
methods because they have proven to be a practicable
solution in solving decision making problems under
uncertainty (e.g., [17], [18], [19], [20]). Fuzzy rules are the
most visible manifestation of this approach and have been
successfully used in industrial applications, manufacturing,
process control, automotive control, and financial trading
[48]. There are, however, alternative techniques for handling
with uncertainties. For example, the possibility based
approach [49], [50] has been used to perform multiagent
reasoning under uncertainty for bilateral negotiation. In this
work, uncertainties due to the lack of knowledge about
other agents’ behaviors are modeled by possibility distribu-
tions. Based on information from a case base of previous
negotiation behaviors, the possibility distributions are
generated by choosing the most similar situation to the
current context and the most similar price from the case
base. Since this approach relies on a case base, it is unclear
what would happen if no similar situations were available.
Moreover, even if a similar case exists, it is possible that the
strategy used successfully in that situation does not work in
the current environment due to the variety of competitors.
The Bayesian learning method [51] has also been used to
explicitly model multiissue negotiation in a sequential
decision making model. In this work, a Bayesian network
is used to update the knowledge and belief each agent has
about the environment and other agents, and offers and
counteroffers between agents during bilateral negotiations
are generated based on Bayesian probabilities. However,
this method is inappropriate in our context because assign-
ing prior probabilities of a bid (ask) being accepted is
practically impossible given the dynamism and uncertainty
of the CDA context.
7C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper developed new algorithms that guide an agent’s
buying and selling behavior in a CDA. The FL-strategy uses
heuristic fuzzy rules and a fuzzy reasoning mechanism to
decide what bids or asks to place. We then extended this
strategy so that the agent could adapt its bidding behavior
to its prevailing market context. In both cases, we
benchmarked the performance of our algorithm against
the most prominent alternatives available in the literature.
This evaluation showed the superior performance of our
method. This result is especially promising since the
benchmark strategies have been shown to outperform
human bidders in experimental settings. Speaking more
generally, we also believe that the development of efficient
and practicable algorithms for bidding behavior increase
the opportunities of using CDAs as the auction protocol for
service marketplaces. We, therefore, view our contribution
as an important step in this direction.
In more detail, the experiments in Section 4.2 show
how to select the appropriate risk attitude for an agent in
different situations. The result is consistent with our
conjecture: If supply (demand) quantity is greater than
demand (supply) quantity, an s-agent (b-agent) with an
averse attitude toward risk can make more profit. Based
on this selection principle, the experiment in Section 4.3
shows that the FL-strategy outperforms some of the most
commonly used bidding strategies in a range of situa-
tions. Since agents often have no prior knowledge of the
relation between supply and demand, it is not always
possible to tell in advance what kind of attitude an agent
should have. Thus, adaptive FL-agents are introduced
which can tailor their strategy to the supply (demand) of
the market. Through the experiments in Section 5.1, we
find that the learning rate which is adjusted in small
steps behaves best in an environment in which the
supply and demand do not change abruptly. The
experiments in Section 5.2 show that A-FL-agents always
outperform other benchmarking strategy agents in var-
ious situations. The transaction price distribution of
agents using different strategies shows that an A-FL-
agent always sells (buys) goods at higher (lower) prices
than agents using other strategies. Finally, in Section 5.3,
we investigate to what extent the behavior of A-FL-agents
and the efficiency of the CDA market are affected by the
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TABLE 4
Transaction Price Distributions of Each Agent
(a) Transaction prices of each agent when supply = demand.
(b) Transaction prices of each agent when supply < demand.
(c) Transaction prices of each agent when supply > demand.increasing use of A-FL-agents. This investigation reveals
that the profit of an individual A-FL-gent decreases at
first and then increases steadily. We also show that with
an increase in the number of A-FL-agents, the efficiency
of the market is not significantly affected.
As well as being effective, we believe the FL strategy is
practical for building autonomous agents for CDAs. The
strategy we employ is intuitive and its embodiment in fuzzy
rules means that it should be readily comprehensible to the
agent’s owner (as have other similar applications of fuzzy
rules [52], [53]). Moreover, the information required by the
strategy can be readily obtained by monitoring market
activities, such as the outstanding ask, the outstanding bid,
and the accepted bids or asks in past transactions. In
particular, this procedure does not require any information
of the cost or valuation of other agents (cf. some of the
approaches discussed in Section 3).
For the future, there are four main extensions required
for our model. First, we need to further investigate the
setting of the learning rate for markets in which there can
be abrupt changes in the supply and demand. Here, our
hypothesis is that agents with a learning rate, which can
rapidly respond to market changes, should perform best.
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Fig. 11. Profits for A-FL-agents in different sessions. (a) Profits for A-FL b-agents when demand > supply. (number of b-agents is 10 and number
of s-agents is 8). (b) Profits for A-FL b-agents when demand = supply. (number of b-agents is 8 and number of s-agents is 8). (c) Profits for A-FL
b-agents when demand < supply. (number of b-agents is 8 and number of s-agents is 10). (d) Profits for A-FL s-agents when demand > supply.
(number of b-agents is 10 and number of s-agents is 8).(e) Profits for A-FL s-agents when demand = supply. (number of b-agents is 8 and
number of s-agents is 8).(f) Profits for A-FL s-agents when demand < supply. (number of b-agents is 8 and number of s-agents is 10).
TABLE 5
Efficiency Statistics when Demand = SupplySecond, since the FL-strategy is only tested in a single unit
protocol, the rules and some parameters of our reasoning
model may need to be modified to deal with the multiple
unit case. Third, we wish to experiment with the use of
other fuzzy logic controllers, such as the conventional
Mamdani controller [22]. The reason for this is that it may
well be the case that another type of controller could
improve the performance of our algorithms still further.
Fourth, we need to develop tools that will assist users in
adjusting the parameters of the fuzzy rules according to the
their preferences. These are needed to make the reasoning
model more widely accessible and usable.
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